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Abstract: Automatically creating semantic enrichments for text may lead to
annotations that allow for excellent recall but poor precision. Manual enrichment is
potentially more targeted, leading to greater precision. We aim to support nonexperts in manually enriching texts with semantic annotations. Neither the
visualisation of semantic enrichment nor the process of manually enriching texts
has been evaluated before. This paper presents the results of our user study on
visualisation of text enrichment during the annotation process. We performed
extensive analysis of work related to the visualisation of semantic annotations. In a
prototype implementation, we then explored two layout alternatives for visualising
semantic annotations and their linkage to the text atoms. Here we summarise and
discuss our results and their design implications for tools creating semantic
annotations.

1

Introduction

With semantic technologies, annotations are no longer about the content (as in Web 2.0
tagging) but become part of the content. Such semantic enrichment typically consists of
an annotated text passage (text atom) and related information (annotation). Clear
visualisation of enrichment, that is, indication of text atom and linkage to annotation, is
important for both the definition of annotations and the reading of enriched text.
Furthermore, it is essential for the acceptance of semantic technologies that non-experts
are enabled to produce and consume semantically enriched content.
Here we focus on the visualisation of enrichment during the annotation process. To the
best of our knowledge, neither the visualisation of semantic enrichment nor the process
of manually enriching texts has been evaluated before. Additionally, research on
presentation of semantically annotated documents typically targets the rather passive
reception aspects of data visualisation. Our research is motivated by experiences in two
projects, TIP and loomp, addressing the annotation of content by non-experts. TIP is a
mobile tourist information system that provides different information depending on a
user’ interests [Hin09]. Textual information in TIP has to undergo a semantic enrichment
process to be prepared for this interest-based filtering [Hsi08]. Loomp is a tool for the
management of semantic enrichment, which we applied to texts (predominantly) relating
to museums and their exhibitions [Luc09]. In loomp, users enrich texts semantically by
linking text passages to concepts, thus forming annotations with additional, structured
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information. While atom
ms typically cconsist of only
y a few wordss in loomp, inn TIP, users
ger text passagges. In both caases, the annotations may bbe used later
assign cateegories to long
for generatting rich conttent and recom
mmendations for tourist infformation sysstems. They
open new ways of loccating, accesssing and reussing existing content as w
well as the
ntic links.
generation of new seman
dy on visualissation of text enrichment
In this papper, we report the results off our user stud
during annnotation. We implemented a system for light-weight
l
seemantic enrich
chment1 that
allowed users
u
to creatte text annottations by reeferring to categories
c
(e.gg., history,
architecturre). We explorred two layouut alternatives for the visuallisation of textt atoms and
their linkaage to annotaations along four characteeristics of vissual feedbackk. Here we
discuss ourr results and design
d
implicaations for tools creating sem
mantic annotattions.
The remainnder of the paaper is structurred as followss: Section 2 discusses charac
acteristics of
annotationns. In Section 3 we present tthe results of our analysis of
o current appproaches for
highlightinng annotationss. We then desscribe the metthodology and
d set-up of ourr user study
and the im
mplementation of our highliighting approaches in Sectiion 4. The ressults of our
user study are discussed
d in Section 55. Finally, wee summarize the contributiions of this
research annd give an oveerview of futuure work in Seection 6.

2

Chaaracteristicss of Annotaations

The processs of semanticc enrichment llinks additionaal information
n into the mainn content of
a text. Wee refer to an atom
a
as a conntinuous portiion of a text linked to an annotation.
Atoms andd annotations do
d not need too be representeed in the samee data format.
We here deefine a list of properties forr characterizin
ng (relationshiips between) aannotations.
All of these characteristiics directly innfluence the viisualization off atoms and annnotations.
Cardinalitty. We differrentiate betweeen 1:1, 1:n, n:1, and n:m
m relationshipps between
atoms and annotations. For example,, n:1 means th
hat an arbitrarry number of atoms may
refer to thee same annotaation. Commennting in word
d processors reesult mainly inn 1:1 or 1:n
relationships. Semantic annotations offten have n:1 relationships.
Granulariity. An atom could be defiined as characcter, word, ph
hrase, sentencee, or whole
document. If a documen
nt is the smalleest atom, anno
otations are referred to as m
metadata.
Positionin
ng. We distin
nguish betweeen overlappin
ng and adjaccent atoms (ccf. Fig. 1).
Overlappinng annotationss additionally may be the sp
pecial cases off inclusion or identity.

(a)

(b)
(
(c)

(d)

Figure 1: Positioning
P
of annotations:
a
(a) Overlapping, (b) inclusion, (c) identity, and ((d) adjacent
1

Available att https://github.co
om/aschle/OverlaappingAnnotation
ns
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Highlightiing atoms and annotation
ns. Typical app
proaches to visually distingguish atoms
within a text
t
are mod
dification of text styles (e.g.,
(
underlin
ne or bold), change of
background colour, and use of graphiccal elements (e.g.,
(
boxes orr icons).
o annotationss. Options forr positioning annotations
a
arre as an overllay near the
Position of
correspondding atom (sometimes freelly movable), in the left or right marginn of the text
next to the atom, or belo
ow the documeent.
ng atoms. To indicate overrlapping atomss, different strrategies are
Visualising overlappin
w, stripes, and vertical lines in the marginn.
employed: mix of colourrs, stack view

Figure 2: Ov
verlapping annootations: mixturre of colours an
nd stack view

d annotationss, the same
Connectioons. To indicate the relatioonship betweeen atoms and
background colour may
y be assigned tto both atomss and annotatiions, annotatioons may be
positioned nearby or mo
ouse-over effeects are used.

3

Relaated Work

We evaluaated work related to the visualisation of semantic annotations. Not much
research has
h been perfformed in thhis area and most availab
ble annotationn tools are
available on
o the Web fo
or annotating ebooks or otther texts. Wee used the chaaracteristics
introducedd in Section 2 to
t analyse thee visualisation
n supported by
y available toools.
The summ
marised results of our evaluaation are listed
d in Figure 3. In the table iin Figure 3,
the supporrted alternativ
ves between options in a characteristicc are indicateed by an x
(otherwise left blank). For overlapp ing annotatio
ons, a system’s visualisatioon may not
upported is marked
m
with +;; o indicates
support alll four options. Each option that is fully su
that a visualisation is su
upported but hhas design lim
mitations, and – indicates thhat although
o overlapping
g may occur inn the text, thee software does not provide
de a specific
this type of
visualizatioon.
We now discuss
d
each of the analyssed systems and
a tools in turn.
t
Some suupport both
manual annd automatic annotations ((e.g., Gate, OpenCalais,
O
rd
dfquery), otheers provide
options foor manual ann
notation onlyy. Most of the systems an
nalysed suppoort free-text
annotationn, some supporrt categories ( as done in ourr approach).
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Figure 3: Tools for creatting annotations and their charracteristics
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Booktate (www.booktat
(
te.com) is a system for annotating
a
eB
Books. An annnotation is
typically seet at word lev
vel; however, aannotations on
n section level are also posssible. Users
can create several anno
otations for a single atom (1:n
(
relationships betweenn atoms and
annotationns). Atoms are highlighted bby assigning a background colour or by uunderlining.
An annotaation is placeed in the marrgin directly beside the paragraph
p
conntaining the
correspondding atoms an
nd has the sam
me backgroun
nd colour as the atom. If tthere is not
enough sppace for the annotations
a
neext to a paraagraph, a larg
ger empty spaace may be
created bettween two parragraphs. To vvisualize the overlapping
o
off two atoms a subtractive
mixture off colours is useed (similar to Figure 2, top)). If users hov
ver with their m
mouse over
such an annotation then the original ccolour is restorred.
m) is a Webb application for annotating PDF filess. Example
A.nnotate (a.nnotate.com
t
are supp
ported are crreating of comments, strik
king text, annd inserting
activities that
characters.. The background colour off text atoms caan be changed
d to one of sevven colours.
Users can select one off three visualiizations for an
nnotations, ov
verlay, right m
margin, and
bottom maargin (overlay
y and margin layout show
wn in Figure 4)
4 and also cchoose their
background colour. Depending on the visualizzation, the liink between atom and
d differently. In case off an overlay the applicattion places
annotationn is indicated
annotationns near the ato
om over the teext. In the oth
her cases it uses the annotaated text as
title of the annotations. If the annotattion is placed on the right margin
m
then itt is position
me height as the atom. If itt is located at
a the bottom then the atom
m is shown
at the sam
within its context. Thee order of annnotation corrresponds to th
he order of aatoms. The
wever, later
applicationn supports all types of overrlapping annottations exceptt identity. How
annotationns may cover earlier ones lleading to pro
oblems accesssing older annnotations. If
users assiggn the same or no backgrouund colour to the atoms, th
hey would nott be able to
distinguishh overlapping atoms withouut selecting one
o of them (ii.e., the system
em does not
supports a special strateg
gy for overlappping annotatiions).

Figure 4: A
A.nnotate overlay options

Crocodoc (crocodoc.com
m) is a Web aapplication thaat converts offfice documennts and PDF
L5 format and
d supports annnotation of theese documentss. Users can seelect one of
into HTML
four backgground colourrs for highlighhting atoms. Annotations appear in thee right-hand
margin at the
t same heig
ght as the corrresponding attom. Addition
nally, the systeem draws a
line betweeen atom and its annotatioon. If users ho
over with thee mouse point
nter over an
annotationn the correspon
nding atom iss indicated and
d the annotation is additionnally shown
as an overllay near the attom.
Although users
u
can seleect the backgground colour of an atom, all annotationns have the
same backkground colou
ur (see Figure 5). The systeem supports tw
wo kinds of aannotations:
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highlight and
a commentt. Overlappinng annotationss are supportted, but olderr annotated
atoms are covered by newer
n
ones aand the overllapping part of
o two atomss cannot be
the overlappin
ng atoms can be
b selected.
selected. Inn case of identtity, none of th

Figure 55: Crocodoc ann
notations

Using diiggo (www.diig
go.com) userss can add an
nnotations to web-pages. Similar to
Crocodoc, users can sellect one of fouur backgroun
nd colours for highlighting atoms. The
ments to atom
ms. The presen
nce of such ann annotation
applicationn allows userss to add comm
is indicated by a speech
h bubble show
wing the num
mber of comm
ments linked tto an atom.
ment, all annotaations are inittially hidden and
a are only ddisplayed as
When openning a docum
a pop-up on
o mouse-overr. Only identiccal overlappin
ng annotationss are supportedd.
Bible+ is an
a iphone app for Bible readding. Users caan take notes, highlight, andd bookmark
passages as
a well as seearch in the annotated tex
xt. Annotation
ns can be syynchronised
between different
d
texts and differennt devices. Beetween the an
nalysed system
ems, Bible+
offers most versatile sup
pport of overlaapping annotaations (see Fig
gure 6).

Figurre 6: Bible+ oveerlapping annottations (here on
n ipad)

rdfquery (ccode.google.com/p/rdfqueryy) is a JavaSccript library fo
or parsing, quuerying, and
generating RDFa elemen
nts. It uses fraames for high
hlighting atoms in the text aand displays
ons (e.g., faccts about nam
med entities) in
i the left-haand margin.
correspondding annotatio
Independenntly of their semantics,
s
all frames have the same colo
our. The libraary supports
inclusions as overlappin
ng annotationss; adjacent atoms are well distinguishablee.
oolkit for anallyzing and pro
ocessing textss. Annotation types (e.g.,
Gate (gatee.ac.uk) is a to
categories)) are displayed in the rightt-hand margin
n (see area (1)) in Figure 7)); atoms are
highlightedd in the same background ccolour as the corresponding
c
g annotation. A
All types of
overlappinng atoms aree supported using a mix
xture of their backgrounnd colours.
Additionallly, users can open a stack view showin
ng the atoms as
a horizontal bbars having
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the correspponding back
kground colouur. In case of overlapping
g atoms the bbars are on
different leevels (see (2) and
a (3) in Figgure 7).

Fig
gure 7: Gate annnotations includ
ding the stack view
v

Atlas.ti (w
www.atlasti.co
om) is a tooll for evaluatiing textual data conductedd in social
science [M
Muh94]. The authors identtify the suppo
ort for both annotations
a
on character
level and an
a arbitrary number
n
of oveerlapping ann
notations as th
he main featuures of their
software. In
I contrast to other annotattion software,, atoms are no
ot highlightedd in the text
but are inddicated by verttical bars in thhe right-hand margin. In thee margin, the ssystem also
shows the assigned ann
notations and displays the content of an
n atom as an overlay on
mouse-oveer nearby the correspondinng bar. The reelated atom is highlighted in the text
only whenn users select a bar. The barrs are arrangeed into column
ns, using one column for
each availaable colour.
veeeb (ww
ww.veeeb.com
m) is a Webb-based tool for analyzin
ng texts and generating
semantic annotations.
a
All
A recognizeed entities aree highlighted using the saame orange
colour. Thhe tool implem
ments a speciial technique for indicating
g overlapping atoms: the
more atom
ms overlap the darker is the oorange colourr (see Figure 8).
8

Figuree 8: veeeb anno
otations

OpenCalaiis (viewer.opeencalais.com) is a service for
f analyzing and enrichingg texts. The
OpenCalaiis viewer sup
pports only tw
wo types of annotations:
a
“entities”
“
and “events &
facts”. Thee atoms are underlined
u
orr assigned a background
b
colour,
c
respecctively. The
system asssigns differentt colours to diifferent annotaations. Overlaapping atoms ccan only be
clearly ideentified betweeen atoms of different typees. For atoms of the same type, users
need to hovver the mousee over an atom
m to see the co
omplete atom.
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TIP is a mobile
m
tourisst informationn system [Hiin09]. Its info
ormation impport service
supports ussers in the sem
mantic mark-uup of texts. Th
he text snippetts within eachh annotation
category are then stored
d separately too be availablee should a useer be interesteed in tourist
gory. In the im
mport service, overlapping annotations arre indicated
information in this categ
by backgroound patternss (see Figure 9). Because the use of th
he final annottation is no
longer linkked to the com
mplete text, TIIP avoids som
me of the display issues facced by other
tools. The interface was evaluated in a simple papeer prototype study.

Figgure 9: TIP imp
port service – tex
ext annotations (left)
(
and conceept structure (rigght)

loomp is a Web-based editor for creatting semantic annotations in texts [Luc099]. It uses a
ur for highligh
ghting annotations and anno
otations are diisplayed on
single backkground colou
the right margin.
m
Overlaapping atoms aare currently not
n supported (except adjaccent ones).
Summary
We examiined several tools
t
for annootating texts. Almost all tools highlighht atoms by
assigning a background colour. Only few change th
he font style or
o add graphiccal elements
(e.g., iconss). In contrast,, no common approach for indicating oveerlapping atom
ms could be
identified; the most freq
quent techniqu
ques are mixed
d background
d colours and mixed font
wever, only feew tools provvide a clear visualization off overlapping atoms. The
styles. How
main probllem is distingu
uishing overlaapping atoms of the same category of annnotation (as
they typicaally use the same style).
The exam
mined tools typically appply similar visualizations to annot
otation and
correspondding atoms. Additionally,
A
a mouse-overr effect may highlight corrresponding
annotationns and atoms. All tools poosition annotaations near th
he related atooms (where
possible). To
T the best off our knowleddge, none of the
t tools and annotation
a
intterfaces has
been evaluuated for their ease of use (bbeyond a simp
ple study reporrted in [Hsi088].)
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4

Imp
plementatio
on and Stud
dy Setup

The implemented system was purpoose-built to ex
xplore two layout alternatiives for the
o annotations. The follow
wing design
visualisatioon of text attoms and theeir linkage to
features were
w
included to make the system suitab
ble for annotaations of tourrism-related
texts such as the ones used
u
in TIP annd loomp. Thee main usage scenario is annnotation of
m
objects),
o
wherre annotationss may span ov
ver a few worrds or some
texts (not multi-media
lines. The system needss support for categories, th
hat is, be able to explicitly distinguish
annotationn sets (such ass expressed bby different ontologies). Only a limited number of
categories had to be considered; how
wever, each category
c
may have several (up to ten)
subcategorries.

Figure 10: Bar
B layout

Figure 11:
1 Border Layoout

We explorred the two alternatives
a
off bar layout and
a border lay
yout. Both laayouts were
implementted as simple prototypes ussing HTML and
a JavaScriptt. In the bar la
layout, each
atom withiin the text is indicated by a vertical baar in the left margin
m
(Figurre 10). The
colour off the bar reflects
r
the annotation concept (e.g
g., orange=aarchitecture,
purple=hisstory). The baars are orderedd by length an
nd order in th
he text. Atomss in the text
are highligghted by a mou
use-over of thhe correspondiing bar and the annotations appear as a
speech bubbble near the atom. The boorder layout highlights
h
ann
notations by ennclosing an
atom in a coloured fraame (Figure 111), where th
he colour corrresponds to th
the selected
o the annotatiion. The backkground colou
ur of an atom changes on m
mouse-over
category of
and the annnotation appeears as a speeech bubble. Both
B
layouts allow
a
for manny-to-many
relationships between attoms and annootations, and for
f atoms to span
s
several liines. Atoms
n
of atom
ms overlappinng the same
may overlaap or be adjaccent (see Secttion 2). The number
portion of text was restriicted to three and the numb
ber of categoriies to four.
a
arre meant to bbe created by non-experts with
w respect tto semantic
Semantic annotations
technologies. We thereffore observedd 12 non-exerrt participantss (P1 to P12) interacting
i
(altternatively staarting with baar or border laayout). Duringg a learning
with both interfaces
phase, parrticipants famiiliarized them
mselves with the
t system usiing a short prractice text.
During thee application phase, they hhad to executte a number of
o annotationn tasks on a
longer textt. The participants were enncouraged to think out lou
ud as they we
were making
decisions in
i interaction with the protootype, instead
d of asking forr the ‘correct’’ procedure.
Each studyy concluded with
w a guided iinterview.
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5

Stud
dy Results and
a Discusssion

We here brriefly summarrise the main ffindings of ou
ur user study.
Atom defiinition: All 12 participantss found it eassy to select teext atoms for annotation.
Three partticipants noted
d that it was not possible to select letteers or parts off words. In
particular, P3 wished to
o select `Libesskind’ (as parrt of Libeskind
d-Bau), and PP5 aimed to
`
(Eng
gl: concrete) within `Betonstehlen’ with
w
categoryy material.
annotate `Beton’
Restrictingg selections to
t whole woords was sup
pposed to make
m
it easierr to create
meaningfuul atoms but in
i this cases prevented th
he creation off what wouldd have been
acceptable atoms. Two participants (P
P2, P10) wish
hed to correlate atoms withh each other
n
`Daniel Libeskind’ aand the profession `architeect’). A similaar desire to
(e.g., the name
create crosss-references between
b
atom
ms was also ob
bserved in ano
other study wee performed
on semantiic annotationss.
Layout an
nd ordering of
o bars: 11 oof 12 participaants liked
the bars’ position
p
in the left-hand maargin (P5: “Neeeds to be
definitely on the left-hand side!”). P4 suggested
d placing
a others too the right off the text
some barss to the left and
(dependingg on the position of the attom within eaach line).
She addittionally sugg
gested placingg bars left or right
depending on length or category. Alll participants preferred
b length. Sevven suggested
d ordering
the bars too be ordered by
largest to smallest (Fig
gure 12, top),, four suggessted from
ure 12, bottom
m); one was in
ndecisive.
smallest too largest (Figu
People whho preferred ordering
o
largeest to smallest argued
that it wouuld be easier to identify thhe lines of tex
xt (atoms)
belonging to the smalller bars. Thee other group
p felt the
ose to the
design wass clearer wheen the longer bars were clo
text.

Figure 12: Orderring of bars

a borders: All participan
nts interacted successfully w
with the bar
Interaction with bars and
notating, they used the mou
use-over to identify which pparts of the
annotationns. During ann
text were already
a
annotaated. P8 remarrked: “I do no
ot like that I allways have too look to the
left to findd out what waas already annnotated and wh
hat not.” Usin
ng the border layout four
of the 12 participants
p
felt it was very easy to identiify the category of an annootation. Five
thought it was not quitee easy, as the atom’s spacee may be very
y small and itt is “hard to
(
P10 exp ected that he could extend an atom by ddragging its
click the riight border” (P9).
borders. Thhree were und
decided.
Clarity off layout: On a 5-point Likerrt scale, 2 participants comp
pletely agreedd during the
interview, 6 mainly agrreed and 4 agrreed partially with the stattement “the baar layout is
3 started with the bar layoutt; 1/4/1 with th
he border layoout). On the
clearly arraanged.” (1/2/3
equivalent question abou
ut the clarity oof the border layout, 6 com
mpletely agreeed, 4 mainly
a
(4/1/1 started with bar layout; 2//3/1 with bordder layout).
agreed andd 2 partially agreed
This indicaates that particcipants seem tto prefer the border
b
layout.
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During the study it was noted that overlapping annotations constitute a considerate
proportion of all created annotations (used by 8 of 12; up to 30% of all annotations). In
the guided interviews, we observed that the participants saw the bar layout to be more
suitable for annotating larger text passages because many (small) bars on the left side
potentially make the interface less clear. Participants also found that the bar layout was
somewhat imprecise as atoms are only identified by line but not by position in each line.
However, the bar layout was found to be well suited for reading and annotating since
texts themselves do not contain any highlighting.
Participants found the border layout to be more suited for annotating short text passages
because they could easily recognize the atoms, and the relationship between atoms and
annotations was clear. However, participants noted that users may get confused by the
borders if they are confronted with too many atoms.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

The success and rapid uptake of Web 2.0 concepts was largely due to and driven by the
availability of applications for non-expert users (i.e., users with little knowledge about
Web technologies). We believe that the success of the Semantic Web similarly depends
on the availability of applications for non-expert users (i.e., users with little knowledge
about semantic concepts and technologies). Many semantic web researchers focus on
creating applications for producing and consuming semantically enriched content.
However, only few ensure the usability of their user interfaces for the large group of
non-expert users.
In this paper we present our analysis of visual tools for creating annotations and describe
the results of an initial user study on the highlighting of annotations. The results of our
study form a first step towards formulating recommendations and best-practice examples
for the design of annotation systems with manual components.
The indication of overlapping annotations was identified as the main issue for
visualisation of annotations. None of the tools and annotation interfaces had been
previously evaluated for their ease of use. In our user study, two layout alternatives for
the visualisation of text atoms and their linkage to annotations. Our user study confirmed
that overlapping annotations constitute a considerate proportion of all created
annotations. They were identified as part of a typical annotation process and should not
be treated as special cases. The border layout supports clear identification of overlapping
annotations, whereas their identification is more complicated in the bar layout. We also
found that the bar layout is more suitable for annotating larger text passages whereas the
border layout is more suitable for annotating words and short passages. We therefore
recommend that systems should implement two views on annotated texts: One view for
unhindered reading, a quick overview of the text and locating atoms and annotations at a
glance (e.g., bar layout) and another one for creating annotations in the text and
retrieving detailed information about the annotated text passages (e.g., border layout).
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The work presented in this paper considered mainly the visualisation of (simple
semantic) annotations (e.g., assigning a category). However, full semantic mark-up
requires the additional assignment of semantic identifiers. The understanding of complex
semantic annotations (e.g., assigning and interpreting the linkage to resources) by nonexpert users is more complicated and needs to be explored further. Moreover, so far only
annotations created by single users were analysed. The concurrent annotation of texts by
a group of users (e.g., in a crowd-sourcing approach) will most likely lead to more
overlapping and potentially contradicting annotations. Appropriate resolution of these
cases still needs further research.
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